OBJECTIVE

The study has been designed to attain the following objectives.

1. To find out the extent and levels of ‘Quality of Work Life and Occupational Stress’ among the Library Professional in B - Schools affiliated to Mumbai University

2. To assess the ‘Quality of Work Life’ among the Library Professionals in B- Schools affiliated to Mumbai University

3. To assess the level of ‘Occupational Stress’ among the Library Professionals in B-Schools affiliated to Mumbai University.

4. To find out the Co-relation between Quality of Work and Occupational stress and to find out the various type of stress among them.

5. To find out the association between Quality of work life and the selected demographic variable in the library professional.

6. To find out the association between ‘Occupational Stress’ of Library Professional and the selected demographics variable in the library profession and to find out the remedies on the stress management among the Librarians